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A Virtual Reality Memory Palace Variant Aids
Knowledge Retrieval from Scholarly Articles

Fumeng Yang, Jing Qian, Johannes Novotny, David Badre, Cullen D. Jackson, and David H. Laidlaw

Abstract—We present exploratory research of virtual reality techniques and mnemonic devices to assist in retrieving knowledge from
scholarly articles. We used abstracts of scientific publications to represent knowledge in scholarly articles; participants were asked to
read, remember, and retrieve knowledge from a set of abstracts. We conducted an experiment to compare participants’ recall and
recognition performance in three different conditions: a control condition without a pre-specified strategy to test baseline individual
memory ability, a condition using an image-based variant of a mnemonic called a “memory palace,” and a condition using a virtual
reality-based variant of a memory palace. Our analyses show that using a virtual reality-based memory palace variant greatly
increased the amount of knowledge retrieved and retained over the baseline, and it shows a moderate improvement over the other
image-based memory palace variant. Anecdotal feedback from participants suggested that personalizing a memory palace variant
would be appreciated. Our results support the value of virtual reality for some high-level cognitive tasks and help improve future
applications of virtual reality and visualization.

Index Terms—Virtual Reality, Mnemonic Devices, Natural Language Documents, Human Memory, Spatialization, Spatial Memory
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 OUR memory is imperfect. We easily forget the names of2

people we meet and the content of papers we read [1].3

In complicated research activities involving large amounts4

of information, it is difficult to remember analytic stages,5

find valuable information, or manage computer-based doc-6

uments effectively [2].7

Modern technology can help our memory via spatial-8

ization, setting non-spatial information in a landscape of9

some sort and hence invoking spatial memory—often quite10

good—to compensate for other, fickle types of memory [3],11

[4]. Spatialization has been used in various domains to12

address problems like memorability [5], sense-making [6],13

[7], cluttering [8], and layout [9].14

An organized way of using spatialization to aid memory15

is with a memory palace (or method of loci). A memory palace16

builds connections between information and the loci in the17

mind (see Fig. 1) [10], [11], [12], [13]. This mnemonic device18

is superior to many other methods (e.g., peg, link) [14],19

especially for serial recall [15], [16]. It is commonly used20

to memorize a list of items (e.g., words [17], [18], [19], [20],21

names [21], faces [22], [23], and graphical marks [24]).22

In this paper, we were inspired by the memory palace23

method to explore the value of a memory palace in realistic24

tasks such as retrieving semantic knowledge from scholarly25

articles. The previously cited studies showed that a memory26

palace leads to promising improvements in human memory.27

Yet remembering a list of items is relevantly elementary; it28
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does not provide good insights for knowledge workers, who 29

usually face much longer and more complicated documents. 30

A few studies proposed to use a memory palace for im- 31

proving students’ learning performance [25], [26], [27] and 32

second language learning [28], [29]. They did not provide 33

more specific experimental results for intricate scenarios 34

such as retrieving knowledge from scholarly articles. Recall 35

from sentences and paragraphs is theoretically and physio- 36

logically different from recall of a word list in many aspects; 37

it requires a higher level of long-term knowledge [16], 38

involves syntactic and semantic processing, and activates 39

different areas of the brain [30]. Compared to recall a word 40

list, application of a memory palace to scholarly articles is 41

not trivial; its performance should be tested explicitly. 42

Recent work attempted to address the fact that a memory 43

palace is difficult to build and use. Building a memory 44

palace often requires a set of personally intimate loci, ne- 45

cessitates hours of training [19], and demands significant 46

cognitive load and attention [20], [31]. It would be hard to 47

apply a memory palace to remembering scientific knowl- 48

edge in scholarly articles. A memory palace variant can 49

mitigate these difficulties and address the efforts of utilizing 50

personally intimate loci. For example, a memory palace 51

variant could use a list of fictional loci (e.g., locations in a 52

story [18], [32]), or a 3D virtual scene on a desktop [19], [33] 53

or in virtual reality [22], [23], [24], [34], [35]. All of the cited 54

publications used unfamiliar spatial cues, showing that a 55

variant of a memory palace is comparable to a conventional 56

one. Thus, in our work, we only considered variants of a 57

conventional memory palace which do not require a set of 58

personally intimate loci. 59

Among all these current techniques, virtual reality may 60

offer the best way to augment a memory palace. Virtual 61

reality is a replication and extension of physical reality and 62

a technique to exploit spatial information. This technique 63

supports cognitive tasks and accesses personal experience 64
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Fig. 1. Building a memory palace has three steps: (1) listing items to
remember (e.g.,“mushroom”, “whale”, “bear”, and “tomato”); (2) defining
a route with a set of imaginary loci (e.g.,couch, bathtub, bed, and table
in an apartment); (3) making a connection between a locus and each
item, usually via a vivid visualization. To recollect the list, one imagines
walking along the route past the loci and picking up the connections. (All
icons used in this paper are from The Noun Project [45].)

(e.g., daily life [36], learning [37], [38], [39], education [40],65

[41], and memory rehabilitation [31]). Virtual reality offers66

a space for people to move and think. It aids sense-making67

and builds an externalization of the reasoning process [7],68

[42]. These properties substantiate that virtual reality might69

be a suitable environment for using spatialization and70

mnemonics to aid knowledge retrieval from scholarly ar-71

ticles.72

Here we report the results from a study that combined73

spatialization with virtual reality to help people remember74

scientific knowledge in scholarly articles. Our experiment75

focused on conceptual knowledge (e.g., “the interrelation-76

ships among the basic elements”) and involved cognitive77

processes of “remembering” and “understanding” [43], [44].78

We used abstracts from scientific publications as a represen-79

tation of scholarly articles and conducted a human-subjects80

experiment to quantify the effects of a memory palace vari-81

ant. The total length of the abstracts was about one page of82

a TVCG article. We report both quantitative and qualitative83

results and discuss our insights from the experiment. Last,84

we show how our experiment and results are connected to85

the literature. Specifically, our research provides three main86

contributions:87

(1) We found that a “memory palace” variant can help88

retrieve scientific knowledge from scholarly articles;89

(2) We demonstrated that virtual reality techniques90

(i.e.,head-mounted displays) provide an effective virtual91

reality-based variant of a memory palace and improve92

memory of scientific knowledge;93

(3) We showed that virtual reality techniques can support94

high-level cognitive tasks at least as well as traditional95

media such as screens.96

The experiment and analysis code, materials, data,97

and videos are available at http://github.com/98

Fumeng-Yang/VRMP_for_Knowledge_TVCG.99

2 STUDY DESIGN100

Here we start with an overview of the experiment and101

design justification. Then we describe the detailed experi-102

mental procedure and materials.103

2.1 Experimental Design104

With the goal of studying the effects of the memory palace105

method and virtual reality on assisting in knowledge re-106

trieval, we had three experimental conditions: 107

(1) a control condition (denoted by CONTROL ) that tested 108

baseline individual memory ability without any pre- 109

specified strategies. 110

(2) a mnemonic condition (denoted by IMAGE ) in which 111

participants used the spatial cues from a picture and 112

a story to build a memory palace variant. This story- 113

based procedure was used in the literature as an variant 114

of a conventional memory palace [18], [32] to address 115

the issue that a memory palace is often hard to learn 116

and build. To accurately record participants’ data, this 117

condition was conducted on a computer using a monitor 118

to present the picture and the story. 119

(3) a mnemonic condition (denoted by VR ) in which 120

participants used spatial cues in virtual reality to build 121

a variant of memory palace. This condition was to 122

measure the effectiveness of virtual reality techniques 123

for knowledge retrieval. 124

We would like to note again that the two mnemonic 125

conditions are based on the literature of using a memory 126

palace variant, where participants effectively and efficiently 127

used a set of external spatial cues to aid recall; this approach 128

is sometimes distinguished from a conventional “memory 129

palace,” which requires hours of training and is built on 130

personally familiar loci. We used the term “memory palace” 131

to follow the literature of building a memory palace variant 132

and for simplicity, but our approach only utilized a variant 133

of a conventional memory palace. 134

Our experiment was a mixed design. Each participant 135

first took part in the control condition. After 72-96 hours (3-4 136

days), the participant returned and was randomly assigned 137

to one of the two mnemonic conditions (i.e., CONTROL → 138

IMAGE or CONTROL → VR ). Thus, “condition” refers 139

to each visit (CONTROL , IMAGE , or VR ), and “group” 140

refers to the participants who committed to two visits. 141

We used abstracts (i.e., passages) from scientific publica- 142

tions to represent scientific knowledge in scholarly articles. 143

Each participant saw all the passages (12) in randomized 144

order and viewed different passages in the two visits. They 145

were asked to read the passages and remember the main 146

ideas (i.e., the gist), but not memorize the passages word for 147

word. This process emulated making sense of scientific con- 148

cepts and remembering knowledge from scholarly articles. 149

Here we contrast our task with free reading, an approach 150

that many people use with reading abstracts. 151

To measure participants’ memory rate, we used both 152

recall and recognition tasks. The recall and recognition 153

procedures are used commonly in learning and cognition 154

studies (e.g., [46]). A recall procedure involves actively 155

searching for a piece of information; a recall task is a 156

reconstruction of items to be remembered and should not 157

be considered a “hit rate” as in other fields like pattern 158

recognition. A recognition procedure involves identifying 159

previously learned information [47], and a recognition task 160

is a discrimination between items to be remembered and 161

other similar items [48]. While recall and recognition are 162

related [46], recognition is considered easier [49]. We asked 163

participants to recall the passages they read and recognize 164

a set of sentences (10) from the passages. We measured 165

participants’ memory rate based on the recalled passages 166
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Fig. 2. In VR , we had (a) a participant walking around to see the spatial cues in virtual reality, read and remember the given set of passages;
(b) one of the loci in the scene; and (c) a sample of text rendered in our virtual reality system while the participant is casting a ray (“laser pointer”).
All three images here are first-person view screenshots, cropped to fit the manuscript. In particular, image (a) is a screenshot when viewed from a
distance, edited to create a third-person view screenshot for illustrating the condition. (The 3D models used in this paper are all under the Royalty
Free License.)

and their answers to the recognition questions.167

2.2 Justification of Design Decisions168

The first design decision we justify was the use of three169

experimental conditions: a baseline (CONTROL ), an image-170

based mnemonic condition (IMAGE ), and a virtual reality-171

based mnemonic condition (VR ); both mnemonic condi-172

tions were inspired by the memory palace method. The173

reasons are as follows.174

∙ CONTROL measured an individual’s memory ability for175

the known large variance in learning, reading, and indi-176

viduals’ ability to remember [50], [51], [52]. This condition177

provided a baseline for observing memory improvements,178

compared to the other two conditions.179

∙ IMAGE intended to estimate the effects of using an180

image-based memory palace variant for remembering sci-181

entific knowledge in scholarly articles. IMAGE followed182

the literature of building a memory palace variant [18],183

[32] and weakened the imagining process and mental184

activities via providing participants a picture and a story185

(see Fig. 3a), while a conventional memory palace usually186

utilizes familiar locations. The picture and the story here187

invoke participants’ imagination about a coffee shop; par-188

ticipants did not have to use the exact visual information189

offered in the picture. We explicitly instructed participants190

to take time and imagine themselves walking through191

the scene in the picture at their own pace until they felt192

confident that they knew the route and the given loci. In193

order to urge participants to focus on mental activities and194

reduce the interference from interactions, we minimized195

the potential interactions with a computer and only used196

a static picture.197

∙ VR tested the effectiveness of using external and immer-198

sive spatial cues to create a memory palace variant, reduce 199

mental demand, and improve memory performance. We 200

used the same underlying loci from IMAGE to maximize 201

comparability between the two conditions; we also se- 202

lected the loci that would likely be familiar to the potential 203

participants (see Section 2.3 below for more explanation 204

about comparability). 205

A second design decision was to start with CONTROL 206

and follow up with IMAGE or VR . Because learning 207

effects might influence the condition in the second visit, the 208

baseline memory rate must be tested before a participant 209

has learned any specific strategies. Once participants have 210

learned a strategy, they cannot “unlearn” it. To mitigate the 211

impact of the learning effects, we required an interval of 3- 212

4 days between the two visits. CONTROL was used as a 213

reference point for both mnemonic conditions because the 214

learning effects should be similar. 215

A third design decision was to assign one mnemonic 216

condition to each participant, instead of using a complete 217

within-subjects design. This was meant to address both 218

the learning effects in participants’ familiarity with the 219

memory palace method and the recruiting difficulties. If 220

we had used a within-subjects design, participants would 221

experience both mnemonic conditions. They would learn 222

spatial cues in the first mnemonic condition and bring 223

these into the later one. Additionally, a complete within- 224

subjects design would create recruiting difficulties because 225

participants would have to commit to additional visits at 226

similar intervals. 227

Finally, although augmented reality can support a mem- 228

ory palace as well [20], [53], [54], we used virtual reality 229

because it provides a unique enclosed and unchangeable 230

environment. Augmented reality relies on the real world to 231
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provide spatial cues, and changes in the real world may232

interfere with the memory process. An enclosed virtual233

reality environment also helps reduce external interference234

and control variance in the experiment.235

2.3 Improving Comparability236

The primary means to improve comparability between the237

two mnemonic conditions is that we normalized partici-238

pants’ “memory palaces.” We asked all participants to use239

the same set of spatial cues: IMAGE used loci from a240

picture rendered from the 3D model and ordered them as241

a short story (see Fig. 3a), and VR used loci from the242

same 3D model (see Fig. 2). Building a memory palace relies243

on individual and internal processes [19]. Individuals may244

select very different loci or find it difficult to come up with245

a set of loci in the experiment. Conversely, the literature246

suggests that a set of fictional or artificial loci can be used247

in the memory palace method; familiar and personal spatial248

cues are not always necessary (e.g., [17], [19], [21], [24], [32],249

[55], [56]). Therefore, it is possible to use the loci in a picture,250

a story [32], or an unfamiliar scene [19], [22] to facilitate the251

remembering process, allowing for comparison between our252

two mnemonic conditions.253

We further made the two mnemonic conditions more254

comparable in several ways.255

∙ Assuring familiarity with the loci We designed the256

experiment so that participants would have a moderate257

level of familiarity with the loci: we gave participants a258

generic coffee shop as their “palace” since the potential259

participants (college students) were very likely to be260

familiar with such a coffee shop, and there were three261

coffee shops with a similar interior within one mile of the262

experiment location.263

∙ Using the same rendering process The textures of the264

passage objects in VR were screenshots of the text on265

the screen in IMAGE to eliminate formatting factors [57]266

(Fig. 2c vs.3b).267

∙ Aligning the interaction fidelity Moving and grabbing268

objects other than the passages and instructions was not269

allowed in virtual reality so that we could control the loci270

used. We had each participant read one passage at a time271

on screen by blurring all passages except the one under272

the cursor [58] (Fig. 3b). This is because, in the virtual273

reality system, participants only saw one passage at a time274

due to the limited resolution and field-of-view (Figs. 2bc).275

We implemented a laser pointer in virtual reality (Fig. 2c),276

where participants could use a controller to cast a ray to277

help them follow the text, much like a cursor on screen.278

To further improve comparability, we balanced partici-279

pants’ gender between the two mnemonic conditions and280

included only graduate and undergraduate students with281

native or bilingual proficiency in English. These criteria282

constrained age, reading experience, and familiarity with283

the coffee shop scene.284

2.4 Hierarchical Memory Palace285

At a conceptual level, the memory palace method was286

originally developed to remember a list of items (e.g.,names287

or words), not a series of passages and the descriptive infor-288

mation contained. We introduce the concept of a hierarchical289

Fig. 3. In IMAGE : (a) participants first familiarized themselves with the
given loci based on a picture and a story (not drawn to the original
scale); (b) then the picture and the story were removed, and participants
read and were asked to remember a series of on-screen passages by
imagining all the loci. To urge participants to focus on one passage each
time, a passage was readable only when their mouse was covering the
passage.

memory palace as a richer way to remember knowledge that 290

is more complex than word lists: each passage is associated 291

with a locus, and each of the main ideas in a passage 292

is associated with the spatial information near the locus. 293

This is similar to building a spatial concept map [59], and 294

this hierarchical procedure also aligns with the human 295

brain’s language processing [30]. Observations from our 296

pilot study support this speculation about a hierarchical 297

memory palace, as two out of four participants who tried 298

a mnemonic condition claimed that they used a similar 299

strategy. We urged participants to use a hierarchical memory 300

palace, but they could use the memory palace method to 301

read and remember the passages in any way they wanted, 302

as long as their methods were intended to mentally visualize 303

the information in the passages and associate it with the loci. 304

To record the participants’ methods, we asked participants 305

to report in the post-hoc questions. 306

2.5 Experimental Procedure 307

To recap, we used three experimental conditions 308

(CONTROL , IMAGE , and VR ) and both recall and 309

recognition tasks to measure participants’ memory 310

performance. Here we present the experimental procedure, 311

describing CONTROL first followed by the corresponding 312

modifications in IMAGE and VR . 313

Each of the three conditions consisted of five sessions: 314

training, practice, main, recall, and recognition. Prior to the 315

first session, participants started with an overview of the 316

condition content; following the last session, participants 317

answered the post-hoc questions. For the full experiment 318

details, please refer to our supplementary materials and the 319

videos. 320

Training Session 321

∙ In CONTROL , participants were shown a sample pas- 322

sage, a recall guideline, and an example of a recalled 323

passage. The instructions emphasized that participants 324

should focus on remembering the main ideas in the pas- 325

sages. 326

∙ In IMAGE and VR , in addition to the training for 327

CONTROL , each participant learned about the memory 328

palace method by reading an article and taking a follow- 329
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up quiz about building a memory palace. They had330

to answer all three quiz questions correctly before they331

could proceed to the practice session. The instructions in332

this condition and the quiz were designed to encourage333

participants to build a hierarchical memory palace, as334

introduced in Section 2.4.335

Practice Session336

∙ In CONTROL , participants were asked to read one pas-337

sage, recall the passage, and finish a practice recognition338

task with three questions. Feedback was given at the end339

of the session.340

∙ In IMAGE , participants first familiarized themselves341

with the given loci based on the rendered picture of an342

office room with a desk and a chair (see the supplemen-343

tary materials and the videos). They then read the practice344

passage using the memory palace method.345

In VR , participants were first trained to use the virtual346

reality system. Participants walked around in the practice347

scene (the same office room), scaled and moved the pas-348

sage objects, and checked the experimental instructions349

shown in the virtual reality system. After this training,350

they navigated through the same scene and read the351

same practice passage using the memory palace method.352

The experimenter introduced the virtual reality system353

without describing the memory palace method to ensure354

that the two groups of participants received the same355

amount of training.356

Main Session357

∙ In CONTROL , participants read and remembered four358

passages together. They had up to 30 minutes to read359

the passages. After this time, all the passages were360

blurred, and participants were not able to read them361

again (see Fig. 3b).362

∙ In both IMAGE and VR , participants were instructed to363

use the memory palace method. In IMAGE , participants364

first familiarized themselves with the given loci using the365

rendered picture of the coffee shop (see Fig. 3a). They366

were instructed to imagine themselves walking inside the367

picture and remember the given series of loci until they368

felt confident that they remembered the route and the loci;369

there was no time constraint for familiarizing themselves370

with the loci. Participants then read four passages and371

associated each passage to a given locus (see Fig. 3b) using372

the memory palace method. They had up to 30 minutes373

to read the passages; after this time, all the passages were374

blurred.375

In VR , participants first familiarized themselves with376

the given loci in the same coffee shop scene (Fig. 2 without377

any passage); again, there was no time constraint for378

familiarizing themselves with the loci. After participants379

felt familiar with the scene and confident that they re-380

membered the route and the loci, the experimenter made381

the passages visible to them (Fig. 2). They could walk to382

access passages in order, move and scale passages, and383

check the instructions in the virtual reality system. Par-384

ticipants read and remembered four passages using the385

memory palace method with a 30 minute time constraint.386

Because participants could not see a clock in the virtual387

reality system, they were free to ask the experimenter how388

much time was left, and the experimenter reminded each389

participant when 5 minutes were left. After 30 minutes, 390

participants were asked to stop reading and take off the 391

headset if they had not finished the task early. Participants 392

then came back to sit in front of the computer and contin- 393

ued performing the experiment. 394

Recall Session 395

∙ In CONTROL , the recall task was performed on a desktop 396

computer immediately after the main session. Participants 397

were instructed to recall and record the passages as sepa- 398

rate entries in the order that the passages were read. Each 399

participant had up to 30 minutes for this session. 400

∙ In both IMAGE and VR , participants were instructed 401

to recall by imagining the coffee shop again, walking 402

through the loci, and picking up the connections they built 403

between the loci and the passages. They had up to 30 404

minutes. After this time, they were not able to input any 405

further recall text. 406

Recognition Session 407

The recognition session was performed on the desktop; it 408

was the same for all the conditions. Participants saw ten 409

sentences and answered “Yes” or “No” to indicate whether 410

they had read each sentence in the exact wording in the 411

reading session; they rated their confidence in each answer 412

on a 7-point Likert scale. 413

2.6 Experimental Materials 414

Apparatus We used an HTC Vive (2017 model) [60] and 415

set it up in a 21’5” (6.5m) by 8’11” (2.7m) area. We chose 416

an HMD over a CAVE-style virtual reality environment [61] 417

for the flexibility of experimental setup. Our experimental 418

surroundings were similar to a regular reading environment 419

(e.g.,library, coffee shop, etc.) which might not be quiet at all 420

times; participants were free to use the earplugs provided. 421

All participants received the same HMD, and the locations 422

of the two base stations remained the same throughout the 423

experiment. 424

Palace and Loci To invoke participants’ familiarity 425

with a coffee shop, we used life-size 3D models and a 426

nearly photorealistic rendering quality (only in the main 427

session). We used global illumination, normal maps, re- 428

flection, refraction, and ambient occlusion; all were pre- 429

rendered (i.e., baked) into different texture channels using 430

the photorealistic rendering engine V-Ray [62]. We selected 431

the loci in the palace based on three criteria: (1) the con- 432

straints of the available physical space and devices; (2) the 433

distances between the loci; and (3) the visual appeal of the 434

loci. We chose the loci from the customer area. The loci were 435

consistent between IMAGE and VR with one necessary 436

modification due to the physical space constraint: the front 437

of the coffee display shelf (the first locus) was used in 438

IMAGE (Fig. 3a), and the back was used in VR (Fig. 2a). 439

The 3D objects were the same when viewed from the back 440

and front. 441

Passages We used abstracts from the research field 442

“animal cognition,” since this topic is likely to be unfamiliar 443

but accessible to a general audience. We gathered over 444

400 abstracts from articles published in Animal Cognition 445

(Springer) between 2013 and 2018. This set was quartered 446

by considering the length of each passage (𝜇 = 213.83, 447
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𝜎 = 10.46 words) and the readability of the title. The448

resulting abstracts were read by one author, filtered based449

on readability, and confirmed by a second author. The final450

set contained 12 abstracts of similar length, each describing451

a different animal species. These passages had an average452

Flesch-Kincaid grade level [63] of 13.56 (𝜎 = 2.07, from [64]),453

meaning that they could be read by an average college454

student. To illustrate the Flesch-Kincaid grade level, this455

paragraph “Passages” has a score of about 11 (slightly456

easier). Each participant saw all 12 passages split randomly457

and equally over the two visits; four were targets and two458

were distractors. These twelve abstracts are provided in459

Appendix C.460

Sentences Ten sentences used in the recognition task461

were created based on the passages. Four sentences were462

taken directly from the four passages shown in the reading463

session. Two were taken from two other passages that464

participants had not seen. The remaining four sentences465

were distractors; they were revisions of the sentences in the466

passages from the reading session created by (1) reversing467

a conclusion or result (e.g., “helpful” to “not helpful”) or468

(2) changing the numbers in a passage (e.g., “10 cats” to469

“26 cats”). None of the sentences reversed any obvious470

facts (e.g., “cats catch mice”) nor revised only wording471

(e.g.,“helpful” vs. “good”). All the sentences created for the472

recognition task are provided in Appendix C.473

Participants Twenty-six participants (16 female and 10474

male) were recruited from the campus and nearby insti-475

tutions and received $10 per hour as compensation. Par-476

ticipants had to be at least 18 years old in order to take477

part in the study. They were graduate or undergraduate478

students with native or bilingual proficiency in English (age479

𝜇 = 21.92, 𝜎 = 2.48); they had 25 different majors including480

some double or triple majors; computer science was most481

common (7 participants). All participants claimed to be ex-482

perienced and comfortable with reading scientific publica-483

tions. They were randomly assigned to the two experimental484

groups, and gender was balanced across conditions. The485

number of participants was decided based on a planned486

recruiting ending date.487

Scoring We adapted a scoring method based on “idea488

units” to grade the recall passages and quantify the amount489

of knowledge retrieved [65], [66]. An idea unit is usually a490

proposition and consists of a predicate [67]. An idea unit491

from a recall could be correct, wrong, or new (elaboration),492

and an incomplete idea unit was allowed (0.5) [65]. We made493

one change in the original scoring method: we considered494

only relevant ideas and discarded unrelated ones (e.g., “I495

forget the name of the fish”). Each passage contained about 30496

idea units, and each idea unit consisted of two to five En-497

glish words. Two experienced raters parsed and scored the498

idea units in the original passages. Conflicts were resolved499

by discussion. The grading was to simply check if an idea500

appeared in a recall. A single rater compared the recalled501

and original passages twice, filling in the grading template502

without knowing the source of recalled passages (i.e.,which503

experimental condition). In addition, no indication of mem-504

orizing the passages (i.e.,word-for-word) was found.505

3 ANALYSES AND RESULTS 506

To recap, we had two goals for this study: (1) to eval- 507

uate the use of variants of a memory palace for retriev- 508

ing scientific knowledge from scholarly articles; and (2) 509

to assess the effects of using virtual reality techniques to 510

facilitate a memory palace variant for this process of re- 511

trieving scientific knowledge. Toward these two goals, we 512

designed our experiment and collected data to compare 513

among the control condition (CONTROL ), an image-based 514

memory palace variant (IMAGE ), and a virtual reality- 515

based memory palace variant (VR ). Here we first present 516

the results from our pre-specified analyses followed by two 517

post-hoc exploratory analyses to compensate for some of the 518

unexpected results. Last, we discuss our insights about the 519

results. 520

3.1 Pre-specified Analyses 521

To guide our analyses, we frame our research questions as 522

follows. 523

RQ1 How does participants’ performance change in any 524

mnemonic conditions for retrieving scientific knowl- 525

edge from scholarly articles? 526

RQ2 How does the effectiveness of the two mnemonic 527

conditions (IMAGE and VR ) differ from each 528

other? 529

To answer these two questions, we compared the control 530

condition and two mnemonic conditions by estimating the 531

differences in memory performance; we used multilevel 532

regression analyses to quantify the differences between the 533

two mnemonic conditions. To address the limitations of 534

null hypothesis significance testing, we followed the in- 535

terval estimate method recommended by Cumming [68] 536

and Dragicevic [69]; this method is also more suitable for 537

our exploratory-type of research [68]. We report the 50% 538

and 95% adjusted bootstrap percentile (BCa) confidence 539

intervals and the effect size (Cohen’s 𝑑). The bootstrap 540

method does not assume an underlying data distribution 541

and performs well on a small sample size. Note that 542

the interpretation of confidence intervals is nondichotomous 543

(i.e., inconclusive, similar, small, moderate, or large effects). 544

This is different from the interpretation of a significance test 545

(i.e., significant or not). 546

3.1.1 Data Preparation 547

We dropped one participant from the IMAGE group, since 548

she was erroneously assigned to the passages she had 549

already read. We thus had 12 participants from the IMAGE 550

group and 13 participants from the VR group. We dis- 551

carded a recalled passage if it was obviously incomplete 552

from timeouts and used the remaining three passages. This 553

led to three discarded passages from CONTROL and one 554

from IMAGE (four different participants) out of a total 555

of 200 recalled passages (25 participants × 2 visits × 4 556

passages). We discarded one of the 50 recognition scores 557

because the participant misunderstood the instructions in 558

CONTROL and answered “Yes” to all the questions. 559

We treated the four passages each participant recalled 560

as one set for two reasons: (1) participants started with 561

different passages (e.g., the first one or the last one) so that 562
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Fig. 4. Comparing the control and two mnemonic conditions: (a) Recall accuracy improved over CONTROL for participants in VR but remained
inconclusive for participants in IMAGE . (b) The results of recall precision are similar to those of recall accuracy. (c) Recognition accuracy improved
slightly; however, an effect is nearly missing. (d) Recognition confidence dropped slightly regarding the mean values, but this effect is small. (e)
New idea rate increased slightly over the control condition for both mnemonic conditions, but the effect is small.

different levels of serial-position effect may have occurred563

if passages were treated separately; (2) given that each564

passage contains different numbers of ideas and the order of565

passages was randomized, treating them as one set avoids566

Simpson’s paradox, that is, a global trend (e.g., an increase567

in memory rate) may disappear when data is separated into568

groups (e.g.,passages).569

3.1.2 Measures570

We adapted the measures used in educational psychol-571

ogy [70], [71] and information retrieval [72] and therefore572

had five measures defined as follows.573

∙ Recall accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct idea574

units to the number of idea units in the original passage;575

∙ Recall precision is the ratio of the number of recalled idea576

units to the number of idea units in the original passage;577

∙ Recognition accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct578

answers to the number of questions (ten);579

∙ Recognition confidence is the average of confidence rat-580

ings for all the ten recognition questions.581

∙ New idea rate is the ratio of the number of new idea units582

to the number of idea units in the original passage.583

Among these five measures, our primary interest is in recall584

accuracy. Recall precision is highly correlated with recall585

accuracy both in our data (𝑟 = .97) and in the literature [71].586

Therefore we anticipated that the results of recall accuracy587

and precision would be similar. In addition, recognition is588

considered an easy task [49] in which people usually per-589

form very well [71]; we anticipated that it would display few590

effects. The new idea rate measured whether participants591

introduced false memories (e.g.,“memories of events that took592

place within experiments but which do not correspond to593

experimentally presented stimuli” [73]).594

To clarify, previous work used the order of recalled items595

as a measure (e.g., [15], [19], [23], [24], [74]). We found596

no indication of confusion in the correct order of the four597

passages, and thus did not consider the order of recalled598

passages as a measure.599

3.1.3 RQ1: Comparing CONTROL with IMAGE and VR 600

To answer the research question about how participants’ 601

performance differs when using a memory palace variant, 602

we compare the results from the control condition to either 603

of the two mnemonic conditions. We report the mean values, 604

95% BCa confidence intervals of the mean values, differ- 605

ences between the control and two mnemonic conditions, 606

effect size (paired Cohen’s 𝑑), and the 95% BCa confidence 607

intervals of effect size in Fig. 4. The results are as follows. 608

∙ Recall accuracy increased by 0.058 [0.021, 0.092] for 609

VR . The results strongly suggest that recall accuracy 610

improved over CONTROL , and this effect could be 611

large (𝑑: 0.84 [0.21, 1.53]). The effect for IMAGE is very 612

small (𝑑: 0.058 [-0.69, 0.62]). 613

∙ Recall precision has similar results to recall accuracy, 614

except that the effect size is slightly larger. 615

∙ Recognition accuracy improved slightly in term of mean 616

values for both groups (0.033 [-0.058, 0.10], 0.017 [-0.050, 617

0.10]). Overall, recognition accuracy remained very simi- 618

lar; the results may not suggest an effect. 619

∙ Recognition confidence dropped slightly in terms of mean 620

values for both groups (-0.20 [-0.60, 0.072], -0.15 [-0.49, 621

0.11]); this effect is small (e.g.,𝑑: -0.38 [-1.03, 0.23]). 622

∙ New idea rate increased slightly in terms of mean values 623

for both groups (0.0045 [-0.020, 0.021], 0.0076 [-0.013, 624

0.028]). Overall, this rate remained very similar between 625

the control and either of the two mnemonic conditions. 626

3.1.4 RQ2: Comparing IMAGE with VR 627

To quantify the differences between the two mnemonic con- 628

ditions, we used mixed-effects models, since the experiment 629

had both within- and between-subjects components. We 630

modeled the experimental conditions as a fixed effect and 631

participants as random intercepts. The fixed effect quan- 632

tified the differences between conditions, and the random 633

intercepts accounted for the correlation between the obser- 634

vations from the same participant [75]. Using this model, we 635

captured the differences between the experimental condi- 636

tions (the between-subjects component) and the correlation 637
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0.0076        0.44

Image VR

Fig. 5. Comparing the two mnemonic conditions: the five mixed-effects
models for each measure, respectively. VR shows a moderate im-
provement over IMAGE for recall accuracy and precision. The effects
of other measures and comparisons remained inconclusive.

within the same participants (the within-subjects compo-638

nent). It allows us to compare the two different groups of639

participants together.640

We therefore built a mixed-effects model for each mea-641

sure. We report the coefficients, 95% confidence intervals,642

and 𝑅2 (marginal and conditional) in Fig. 5. The coefficients643

and confidence intervals represent the differences compared644

to CONTROL . The results are as follows.645

∙ Recall accuracy improved for VR (0.055 [0.0040, 0.10])646

and did not improve substantially for IMAGE (0.0091647

[-0.055, 0.13]). These results support that VR moderately648

improves recall accuracy over IMAGE , and the effect is649

moderate.650

∙ Recall precision has similar model coefficients and confi-651

dence intervals to those of recall accuracy; it improved for652

VR , although the effect is moderate.653

∙ Both IMAGE and VR have inconclusive results regard-654

ing recognition accuracy, recognition confidence, and new655

idea rate since the confidence intervals largely overlap656

with zero.657

3.1.5 Summary658

To summarize, the results show that using virtual reality659

techniques with the memory palace method as a memory660

palace variant reliably improved both recall accuracy and661

precision, compared to the control condition where no pre-662

specified strategy was given. This effect could be large,663

but we were not able to estimate its real size from this664

experiment. A virtual reality-based memory palace variant665

shows a moderate improvement for recall accuracy and666

precision over the image-based memory palace variant.667

However, for the image-based memory palace variant and668

other measures, the results do not seem to suggest an effect.669

Recognition confidence dropped slightly for both mnemonic670

conditions.671

3.2 Post-hoc Analyses672

Here we present our post-hoc analyses to account for the673

observed individual differences between the two groups674

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
[0.41, 0.62]  0.54
[0.42, 0.56]  0.50

Recall Accuracy (               ) 95% CI       μ

d: [-0.73, 1.16]  0.17

Image
VR

Control

Fig. 6. Recall accuracy for the two groups in CONTROL .

and unexpected results. We first explore the effects of co- 675

variates like demographic factors and locomotion, using 676

recall accuracy as the only measure to simplify the analysis. 677

We also report qualitative observations based on anecdotal 678

feedback. 679

3.2.1 Individual Differences 680

One observation from the pre-specified analyses is that the 681

performance in CONTROL seemed different between the 682

two groups: IMAGE seemed to contribute higher and more 683

scattered observations (replotted in Fig. 6). Yet the effect size 684

of this difference is very small (Cohen’s 𝑑: 0.17 [-0.73, 1.16]). 685

We then investigated the observed covariates (see 686

Fig.7a), including participants’ gender, age, interest in the 687

reading topic [65], verbal ability, visuospatial ability, and 688

text difficulty. We recoded each variable to the scale of 689

[0, 1]. We sampled verbal and visuospatial abilities twice 690

(two visits) by asking participants to self-rate at four levels 691

{below average, average, above average, very good}, and mapped 692

them to {0, 0.33, 0.67, 1}. We found that the two sets of 693

samples were consistent (Cohen’s weighted 𝜅: 0.84 [0.79, 694

0.89], 0.59 [0.14, 1.00]). Therefore we used average scores. 695

We measured text difficulty using the Flesch-Kincaid grade 696

level [63]. We also recoded gender to 0 (male) and 1 (female) 697

and rescaled age, interest in the reading topic, and text 698

difficulty to [0, 1]. 699

We built a multiple regression model to quantify the ef- 700

fects of covariates in CONTROL . We focused on explaining 701

variance in data rather than building a predictive model. 702

We used all the covariates above as well as the assigned 703

groups (IMAGE or VR , encoded as 0 and 1, respectively) 704

as the regressors for the models. We checked the collinearity 705

between the variables using the variance inflation factor (all 706

< 2). We report all the coefficients and their 95% confidence 707

intervals in Fig. 7b. 708

The results show that the model explains some variance 709

in the baseline recall accuracy (multiple 𝑅2 = 0.39). The 710

effects of most variables are inconclusive, as the confi- 711

age
gender(female)
group (VRMP)
verbal ability
text difficulty
topic interest
visuospatial

(b) Covariates model
-0.029    [-0.33, 0.33]
-0.069    [-0.32, 0.20]
 0.11      [-0.17, 0.47]
 0.30      [-0.17, 0.48]
-0.034    [-0.17, 0.13]
 0.045    [-0.20, 0.22]
 0.083    [-0.23, 0.48]

 Coef.      95% CI
Coefficients
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20

2.00 2.75
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0
3
6
9

−1 0 1 2
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0
5

10

−1 0 1 2

visuospatial

0

10

20

12 14 16

text difficulty
(a) Covariates

 R2m             R2a: 0.39 : 0.14−0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4

Image VR

Fig. 7. (a) Covariates – age was slightly unbalanced. Otherwise, gen-
der, text difficulty, and participants’ interests in the topic were balanced
between the two groups. (b) Explaining variance – The multiple linear
model uses covariates to explain recall accuracy from CONTROL .
Overall, verbal ability displayed a small positive effect on recall accuracy;
the effects of all the other covariates are inconclusive.
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dence intervals are large and overlap with 0 (e.g., gender:712

0.045 [-0.20, 0.22]). One exception is verbal ability, which713

displays a very small positive effect on recall accuracy.714

In sum, the results show that the two groups performed715

similarly in CONTROL ; henceforth a further comparison716

between them is fair. We do not suggest generalizing these717

observations and inferring any effects of individual dif-718

ferences. These observations only support that these two719

groups of participants are comparable.720

3.2.2 Locomotion and Memory Performance721

We also investigated participants’ movements in VR . Pre-722

vious studies suggest that participants’ distance moved and723

the view angle to a target during the experiment may reveal724

insights about their behavior [76], [77]. We were not able725

to recover the view targets in the experiment. We therefore726

analyzed participants’ movements in VR for each device727

(i.e.,headset, the left and right controllers).728

We show the density of each device’s position in729

Fig. 8. We show headset position from the top via its 𝑥𝑧-730

coordinates. Because the left and right controllers were731

always around the headset, their 𝑥𝑧-coordinates were very732

similar to those of the headset; their 𝑦-coordinates (height)733

seemed to vary more. Therefore, we show 𝑥𝑦-coordinates734

for the two controllers here and provide a figure for the735

movements on each axis in Appendix D. We also calculated736
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Fig. 8. Locomotion and Memory Performance –—Here we show
the density of participants’ position in VR , cumulative distance moved,
and recall performance. Since the two controllers are always around
the headset, we show their height (𝑦) instead of depth (𝑧). We sorted
participants by their recall accuracy and standardized distance moved,
speed, as well as recall accuracy to facilitate graphical comparison.

cumulative distance moved and distance moved per minute 737

(speed). To compare these with participants’ recall accuracy, 738

we standardized each metric and plotted them in Fig. 8d. 739

We first noticed that participants generally located them- 740

selves near four positions, which were the loci given in the 741

experiment. Then, we found that a few participants (e.g., 2, 742

3, 8, and 12) had visited more areas in the experiment, but 743

their recall accuracy varied. We may have had a data logging 744

issue with Participant 4, but his or her memory performance 745

seems unaffected. 746

We then observed that participants generally used their 747

hands at two height levels; we infer that the higher position 748

is where they interacted with the passages, and the lower 749

position is where they put down their hands when not 750

actively using them. Additionally, some participants used 751

one controller more than the other, possibly indicating a 752

dominant hand. 753

Last, we investigated the correlation between cumula- 754

tive distance moved, speed, and recall accuracy (Fig. 8d). 755

As suggested above, participants’ head movements were 756

correlated with their hand movements; we also found that 757

participants moved their heads less far and more slowly 758

than their hands. We did not observe a strong correlation 759

between distance moved and recall accuracy or between 760

speed and recall accuracy; the correlation coefficients are 761

small (distance: 𝑟 = .32, .24, .27; speed: 𝑟 = .11, .068, .10). 762

3.2.3 Thematic Analysis 763

We analyzed participants’ post-experiment comments using 764

thematic analysis [78], a widely used qualitative analytic 765

method. We focused on the questions that received more 766

informative comments and discarded the rest; the omit- 767

ted questions were designed for checking if participants 768

followed instructions or only received a “Yes” or “No” 769

answer from the majority of the participants. In CONTROL , 770

we analyzed the answers to the question about whether 771

participants used any mnemonic methods and their free 772

comments. In both mnemonics conditions (IMAGE and 773

VR ), we analyzed the answers to the question about the 774

validity of selected locations and free comments. For each of 775

the three conditions, two authors encoded all the comments 776

and extracted themes independently; the two authors then 777

sat together and merged the themes through discussion. 778

The themes (denoted as “T”) in participants’ comments are 779

reported as follows. 780

CONTROL 781

T1: Most participants (16/25) used their own strategy in the 782

main session for reading and remembering; some partici- 783

pants answered “no mnemonics” but reported a strategy, 784

and there were at least four different strategies: mental 785

imaging (4/25), a focus on order (8/25), using idea chunks 786

(3/25), and a focus on numbers (2/25). 787

T2: The task was interesting (3/25) and difficult (2/25). 788

IMAGE 789

T1: The use of a coffee shop picture (4/12) or the order of loci 790

(3/12) made sense to participants. 791

T2: Participants wanted to select a different location in the 792

coffee shop picture (4/12) or use a different scene (6/12). 793

T3: Most participants did not think this image-based mem- 794
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ory palace variant was helpful or useful (7/12).795

VR796

T1: Almost all the participants reported that the use of a797

coffee shop scene (10/13) was reasonable, and one participant798

explicitly mentioned that he was familiar with the coffee799

shop scene.800

T2: Participants would like to use different locations in the801

scene (2/13) or a different scene (3/13). These three partic-802

ipants specifically mentioned the scenes they would like803

to use: a nature scene (2/3) or their home (1/3). Among804

the five participants, two participants agreed that potential805

participants (college students) were very likely to visit such806

a coffee shop, but they themselves did not visit a coffee shop807

very often.808

T3: Participants were impressed by the virtual reality envi-809

ronment (3/13).810

T4: Participants (5/13) thought that using virtual reality tech-811

niques had some drawbacks. For example, the virtual reality812

environment was overwhelming or distracting (2/13).813

T5: Some participants (2/13) reported hardware issues such814

as the scene being jittery.815

3.3 Other Observations816

We observed that participants used different strategies and817

exhibited various behaviors during the experiment. We did818

not allow taking notes or using marks such as underlining,819

but some participants used the mouse to select and highlight820

sentences to help them read. Similarly, in virtual reality,821

some participants used the laser pointer as a cursor. One822

participant whispered when reading in both CONTROL823

and VR , while the other participants read silently.824

To mitigate the learning effects, we designed the ex-825

periment so that a mnemonic condition always came after826

CONTROL . Such a design can be subject to learning effects827

in the second session (IMAGE or VR ), even with a 3-828

4 day“wash-out” period. We observed a small increased829

familiarity with the experimental process. For example,830

some participants got more efficient at using the 30 minute831

recall time in the later visit. To help compensate for potential832

unfamiliarity with the experimental process, we dropped833

incomplete passages and participants’ data due to mis-834

understanding the instructions. The lower performance in835

IMAGE may also suggest that learning effects did not play836

an important role. None of the participants had used the837

memory palace method to remember scientific knowledge838

or articles before the study. Two participants from IMAGE839

and three from VR reported that they had heard of this840

method or tried it for remembering a list of words.841

4 DISCUSSION842

In this section, we present our understanding and insights843

about the experimental results, followed by the limitations844

of this work. We also show how our experiment and results845

are connected to other studies combining memory palace846

variants with virtual reality techniques.847

4.1 Experimental Setups848

Improvements in performance may have been subject to a849

kind of ceiling effect. In cases where users had high baseline850

performance, there was little room for them to improve. 851

Over half of the participants used their own strategies in 852

the control condition, and some of the strategies were a 853

mnemonic device similar to a memory palace (e.g., mental 854

images). They might have unconsciously declined to use the 855

memory palace method or assumed it is difficult to use. 856

Therefore, the improvements of both mnemonic conditions 857

might have been larger if all the participants had not used 858

any strategies in the control condition. 859

In IMAGE , we observed clear themes in participants’ 860

comments, where they wanted to use a different scene, 861

and they did not think such a mnemonic is helpful. This 862

can be explained by the unexpected difficulty of concur- 863

rently thinking of spatial cues, reading the passages, and 864

making connections between passages and loci based on 865

a previously seen picture. Participants may not have been 866

engaged in the experiment. Another counter-intuitive fact 867

is that immediate serial recall is easier for sentences than 868

word lists because of the additional support that meaningful 869

material receives from long-term memory [16], which may 870

also explain some of the ineffectiveness. We cannot conclude 871

that an image-based memory palace variant is detrimental 872

to knowledge retrieval from scholarly articles, but, at least 873

in our setup of using a picture to invoke the spatial cues and 874

for such a difficult task, we did not observe a strong positive 875

effect. 876

In VR , we observed various themes in participants’ 877

comments; half of the participants found it useful, while the 878

other half experienced difficulties with it. Some participants 879

unfamiliar with a coffee shop may have used the spatial 880

cues that they had just learned in the virtual reality scene, 881

while others might not. The various themes may indicate 882

more variance in this condition, which may have weakened 883

the observed effect size. 884

4.2 Mnemonic Conditions 885

Between the two mnemonic conditions, we “normalized” 886

participants’ “memory palaces” and urged them to use the 887

same set of loci; we also gave participants an unbounded 888

time to get familiar with the tasks, loci, and scene. Although 889

both mnemonic conditions generally improved participants’ 890

memory performance (IMAGE was merely in the posi- 891

tive direction given the inconclusive results), the results of 892

this normalization may be subject to individual differences. 893

Some participants were familiar with the coffee shop scene, 894

and therefore they may have found the memory palace 895

method worked well for them in the experiment. However, 896

other participants were not familiar with such a coffee shop. 897

They had time to explore the scene in the experiment, 898

but they might not have been able to utilize spatial cues 899

effectively because they had to finish an extra task of re- 900

membering the given spatial cues. This normalization had 901

the benefits of reducing the variance between conditions, 902

improving comparability between conditions, and increas- 903

ing statistical power. However, it may have weakened the 904

improvement of memory rate, compared to an ideal case of 905

using each participant’s favorite scene or a set of loci that 906

they have personal attachments to; that is, we could use a 907

procedure more similar to a conventional memory palace. 908

There were also a number of differences between these 909
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two mnemonic conditions that may inspire future work.910

Each of our conditions vary in resolution, head tracking for911

navigation, and the level of interaction fidelity. While these912

differences could be varied independently in a different913

experiment, our design combined specific levels of these914

factors to create conditions that combine what we believe915

are the virtual reality characteristics that are most valuable916

for a memory mnemonic. Some of these differences are con-917

strained by technology. For example, we cannot easily have918

a higher-resolution head-mounted virtual reality display. It919

is an open question which combination of factors causes920

the differences we found; exploring that further may give a921

better understanding of what makes virtual reality effective.922

One important factor could be the rich interactions available923

in a virtual reality environment. Being able to resize, move,924

and adjust passages may have created a personal attachment925

between a participant and the passages, and therefore facil-926

itated engagement of the tasks. It is possible to use interac-927

tions on a desktop to support panning the picture to imitate928

some of the interactions. This open question suggests a929

future study to see if interactions can improve participants’930

memory performance. A further step could be to navigate in931

the scene on a desktop. These would be interesting research932

avenues to explore in the future, now that our initial find-933

ings support the value of mnemonic methods in virtual real-934

ity for knowledge retrieval. Furthermore, participants also935

mentioned that they would like the scene in virtual reality936

built on top of real-world locations such as their home. Real-937

world locations often change unpredictably, which would938

interfere with their use as a memory aid. Yet we can load any939

personalized scenes and put any readings in virtual reality.940

We can reconstruct physical locations [79] using techniques941

like Google ARCore [80] and load the models in virtual942

reality. Further work could extract and visualize the ideas943

from passages in virtual reality, similar to visualizing the944

words for memorization [24].945

4.3 Virtual Reality and Human Memory946

VR is effective for a number of reasons. First, it is a947

spatialization of the knowledge so that participants were948

able to use their spatial memory to aid their verbal memory.949

Second, it is an externalization of an internal representation950

to help participants cope with harder problems [81]. Third,951

it uses visual cues to help participants remember the infor-952

mation, compared to a conventional memory palace built953

in the mind. Last, it may aid sentence comprehension and954

activate the processes of semantic and syntactic.955

Our virtual reality-based memory palace variant is an956

instance of spatialization. Using virtual reality techniques957

helps build a cognitive map [82] as a knowledge spatializa-958

tion. Using a hierarchical memory palace, virtual reality959

helps construct a fuzzy cognitive map [83] that represents960

the understanding of knowledge and reasoning about the961

information flow in the passages, serving as a mental concept962

map for remembering structural materials. Furthermore, the963

physical navigation involved in using virtual reality devices964

may also improve participants’ performance. Previous re-965

search on large displays [6], [7], [42] and 3D interfaces [84]966

shows that user performance improved in cognitive tasks967

requiring spatialization when utilizing physical navigation968

over virtual navigation. In our experiment, IMAGE led to 969

mental navigation, while VR involved physical naviga- 970

tion. A physical space can offer people room to organize 971

ideas and build information flow. Physical navigation may 972

have better invoked participants’ spatial memory [84], and 973

therefore participants were better at utilizing spatial cues 974

and building connections to the passages. We analyzed 975

some of the movements data, and we anticipate that future 976

work could continue exploring the relationship between 977

users’ movements and memory performance. Last, the po- 978

tential personal attachments created between participants 979

and the passages (see Section 4.2) may also have helped 980

invoke spatial memory. 981

Virtual reality techniques also help externalize internal 982

representations of information and map them to spatial 983

cues. Externalization is the projection of internal charac- 984

teristics onto the outside world [81], [85], widely used in 985

problem-solving and diagrammatic reasoning [86]; visual- 986

ization per se is an instance of externalization [87]. The 987

externalization process reduces remembering and recalling 988

efforts. Participants may not have to remember the actual 989

knowledge but can mentally visualize the knowledge pre- 990

sented at the loci. They recall the knowledge by imagining 991

the external representations associated with the loci. 992

Virtual reality techniques also cue participants with 993

visual information unavailable in a conventional memory 994

palace or on a large display [7]. This observation can be ex- 995

plained in the way that visual embellishments are easier to 996

recall than a picture and a story, but they do not detract from 997

graphical comprehension [88]. In addition, natural-looking 998

objects and redundancy help visualization recall [89]. 999

More specific to different types of human memory, us- 1000

ing virtual reality techniques helps concretize the abstract 1001

concepts and map them to the vivid visual and spatial cues 1002

offered in an immersive environment. In this way, partici- 1003

pants might have been using their episodic memory (“the 1004

memory of personally experienced events” [90]) for aiding 1005

their semantic memory (“knowledge about the world in the 1006

broadest sense” [91]). For the participants who utilized a 1007

picture and a story, they may have to concretize both the 1008

spatial cues and the abstract concepts in the passages. As 1009

such, they might have been building connections between 1010

abstract concepts (e.g., an abstract coffee mug for abstract 1011

knowledge). 1012

Last, we speculate that such virtual reality-based mem- 1013

ory palace variants may match the processes of natural 1014

language understanding and sentence recall. Although the 1015

relationship between memory and language is still an open 1016

area, virtual reality techniques offer detailed and vivid clues 1017

to invoke episodic memory needed in understanding natu- 1018

ral materials; a hierarchical memory palace naturally aligns 1019

with the lexical, semantic, and syntactic representations 1020

of the sentences [16] and may also have a physiological 1021

basis [30]. 1022

4.4 Limitations and Biases 1023

There were some limitations with our experimental setups. 1024

The first one is that the verbal and visuospatial scores are 1025

post-experiment subjective ratings. Using standard psycho- 1026

logical tests before the experiment (e.g., [71], [92]) could 1027
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stabilize the scores. Second, the picture used in IMAGE has1028

a higher rendering quality than the 3D scene used in VR1029

(Fig. 3a vs.2). This difference is unlikely to explain the lower1030

performance in IMAGE because the picture and the 3D1031

scene were rendered from the same 3D model using V-Ray1032

and both nearly at a photorealistic level. Third, our virtual1033

reality setup lacked a real world clock; the time reminder1034

from the experimenter at the end of the experimenter might1035

have interrupted participants’ cognitive processes, and they1036

might have been less engaged. Last, there were a few dis-1037

tractors in the experiment. For example, the HMD was quite1038

heavy (about 1.2 lbs without cables) and limited by cables;1039

the experimenter had to walk around and move the cables1040

away from participants as they moved. Our experimental1041

environment was not consistently quiet, possibly distracting1042

participants.1043

Self-serving bias [93] (i.e., interpreting ambiguous in-1044

formation to serve one’s own interests) and response bias1045

(i.e., altering one’s responses to serve the interests of the1046

experimenter) [94] may exist in our experiment. Potential1047

participants who have a good memory or are interested1048

in virtual reality might be more likely to participate. The1049

participants assigned to IMAGE may be disappointed by1050

not using virtual reality. Alternatively, participants using1051

virtual reality might be more engaged in the experiment.1052

One last possible bias is that participants interacted more1053

with the experimenter in VR (e.g.,by helping them put on1054

virtual reality devices), and this may have altered partici-1055

pants’ behavior.1056

4.5 Related Work and Connection to Our Study1057

Our experiment and discussion acknowledge that a mem-1058

ory palace is a well-known technique for memory en-1059

hancement (e.g., virtual reality [24], [74], conventional [19]),1060

and a personalized memory palace is not always neces-1061

sary (e.g., [32], [74]). All these cited publications used mem-1062

orization tasks (i.e., word-for-word) and asked participants1063

to memorize a list of items, usually words [19], [74].1064

One key difference in our study is that we tackle knowl-1065

edge retrieval from scholarly articles instead of low-level1066

memorization such as remembering a list of items. The1067

tasks we used were not to simply memorize words that1068

had been known to participants. Participants had to make1069

sense of, organize, and remember the main ideas behind the1070

passages. Each of our participants read about 800 words in1071

total, while the task used in the literature was to memorize1072

dozens of words [19], [24], [74]. Our results show that virtual1073

reality can support high-level cognitive tasks. In addition,1074

our tasks incorporated a reading process, suggesting that1075

people are able to read articles in virtual reality with a state-1076

of-the-art HMD (HTC Vive, 2017 model).1077

These two claims may contrast with some of the litera-1078

ture, which states that spatial information in virtual reality1079

could lead to insignificant improvements over non-spatial1080

or non-immersive environments for graphical learning and1081

memorization [4], [22], [23], [24], [39], [95].1082

Our study is different in several ways. First, we gave1083

participants a clear strategy to use—we guided participants1084

to build a hierarchical memory palace and move along a pre-1085

defined path—therefore participants were able to employ1086

spatial cues and organize information efficiently. Second, 1087

the other cues in virtual reality, such as rich interactions, 1088

visual cues, and physical navigation, may also contribute; 1089

the physical space that participants used seems larger than 1090

other virtual reality environments used in the literature 1091

(e.g.,5𝑚2 [96]); using a coffee shop scene and high rendering 1092

quality also adds familiarity and immersiveness. Third, our 1093

high-level cognitive task is verbal-centric, in contrast to the 1094

visual-centric tasks used (e.g., video games) in the literature 1095

that can be mixed with the rich visual cues in a virtual re- 1096

ality environment. Thus, our results are consistent with the 1097

findings that spatial cues in virtual reality can help verbal 1098

recall [24], [74], [95]. The reason for this improvement in 1099

recall could be that retrieval cues help the long-term store of 1100

verbal memory [97]. Last, there might be a misinterpretation 1101

of insignificant results [98] in the literature; an insignificant 1102

result means that we are not able to observe an effect given 1103

the data; however, we should not conclude that the effect 1104

does not exist. 1105

5 CONCLUSION 1106

This paper explored the use of virtual reality techniques 1107

inspired by a mnemonic device called a “memory palace” 1108

to assist in knowledge retrieval from scholarly articles. We 1109

hypothesized that an extended version of a memory palace, 1110

which we call a hierarchical memory palace, may better 1111

match human memory for remembering and retrieving 1112

scientific knowledge from scholarly articles. We found that 1113

an image-based memory palace variant did not improve 1114

knowledge retrieval and was not favored by participants. 1115

However, when using a virtual reality-based memory palace 1116

variant, participants improved their recall accuracy and 1117

precision by mentally visualizing the knowledge items, 1118

mapping them to loci, and navigating the space of loci. 1119

Our work corroborates the proposition that virtual reality 1120

supports high-level cognitive tasks such as reading and 1121

remembering concepts in complicated documents. More 1122

broadly, this work offers insights supporting the value of 1123

virtual reality for application design. For future work, our 1124

method might be enhanced by building personalized spatial 1125

cues and choosing more efficient loci. 1126
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